Your Day
YourWay

There are many ways to say “I do.”
Here are three unique unions that may be your inspiration.
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By Christopher Confero Photography by Arden Ward

Bride, Heidi Clemmensen.
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I am often asked what I would define “my style” to be. Rather than

typecast myself to one certain look, my goal is to amplify my client’s style
through my level of execution. I do not want to be defined as one person
or idea, however, as a collection of a team that brings life to your story.
My approach to design means that having my hands on every piece of the
puzzle ensures one cohesive production for my clients.
Take a look at three different weddings I was so blessed to be apart
of. Each one completely different, yet with all the same finishing details;
every hemstitch linen napkin is hand pressed, every table linen is crisp
and kisses the floor, and every seat is edged to the table happily awaiting
a guest to arrive. Having a Confero wedding means that everything will
be practically perfect no matter the scale.

The Destination Wedding
Destination weddings can be tricky to execute when you don’t always
know exactly what you are getting into. There are always a few curveballs
that come along with the fabulous tropical and foreign terrain. Now
don’t let me drive you away from saying “I do” abroad. If you prepare
properly (which includes hiring a professional planner like myself,) you
have nothing to worry about!
A destination wedding doesn’t mean you have to travel out of the
country necessarily, just that you venture away from home and give
your guests a vacation from their everyday lives. I’ve traveled from New
Orleans to New York and all the way down into the Caribbean to do
destination weddings for my Southern couples. The wedding that I’ll be
sharing with you took place in New Orleans, Louisiana.
My couple, Heidi Clemmensen and Jonathan Burke, are both
originally from The Big Easy so it was only fitting to return home with
their families to tie the knot. We all still live in Birmingham so planning
the wedding from three states away required multiple weekend visits and
extra strategic planning. When you are six hours from home, you can’t
just scurry back to your office to grab something you left behind!
This ceremony and reception took place in a lofty venue in the
French Quarter. Exposed brick and wooden beams gave an industrial
background for us to build our fanciful décor on. Sometimes a theme can
happen organically and that is exactly how it came about for this event.
I used circles in everything from the linens, to the flower containers, to
the suspended décor above the altar. It gave much needed continuity to
such a textural space. There were certain aspects of the culture we had to
include; a kings cake, the second line at the end of the evening both of
which are customary in New Orleans.
Traveling away with family and friends almost insists that you become
closer over the days you spend together. It relaxes and excites you at the
same time. So if you are thinking about a destination wedding, be brave
and take the leap! You’ll be so happy you did!
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Event, Lighting
& Floral Design:
Christopher
Confero Design
Bridal Gown:
The White Room
Ceremony & Reception
Venue & Catering:
The Chicory
Groom’s Attire: &
Groomsmen’s Attire:
Mr. Burch Formal Wear
Hair & Makeup:
Tonya Jones
Lighting. Photographer:
Arden Photography
Stationery:
DKH Media
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The Budget –
ConsciousWedding
My theory on budget is that style has nothing to do with
whatever number your budget may be. If you have a monetary
limit on your wedding plans, the only thing you need to
do is decrease your guest count. I always tell my clients, “If
you haven’t talked to someone in the past year, they have
no business being at your wedding.” You have to view every
person who walks through the doors as a $300 commitment.
The wedding I am about to share with you is one I
planned for a couple of dear friends of mine, Wynter Pate
and Rob Ingram, who both happen to be in the wedding
business as well. There wasn’t so much of a budget restriction
on this event, but rather a desire to only include immediate
family, which kept the bottom line under control. I didn’t
necessarily skimp on any of the fine details that I usually
incorporate in my design, but with only 14 total guests, it
kept the sticker shock from rearing it’s ugly head.
The design to this wedding was all about contrast. A
rustic setting was paired against custom linen, gold accents
and family heirloom silver. Three generations gathered to
witness a beautiful ceremony and share an intimate meal. As
guests arrived on the cool fall day, I had wait staff butler pass
hot cocoa and spiced cider, which was a special touch that
set this wedding apart from others. As guests moved into
the equestrian stables, they were introduced to the beverage
bar where they could refill their drinks and then make their
way to the dining table. I had a 96” round table built for all
14 guests to sit around together. The gold floral pattern linen
gave a luxurious base to all of the other table elements while
a sheer gold chair jacket gave a soft touch to the wooden
seats. On the table top, I layered gold Arte Italica chargers,
gold flatware, and hand calligraphy scripted place cards and
menus.
Just because there were only 14 guests at this wedding, you
can see that no detail was left unnoticed. If you take pride in
everything you do and do it to the best of your ability, things
will always have class and sophistication.
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Event Design:
Christopher Confero Design
Bridal Gown: The White Room Cake: Olexa’s Cafe
Ceremony & Reception Venue: Windwood Equestrian
Catering: Chef Bob. Floral Design: Lillie’s
Groom’s Attire: J. Crew
Hair & Makeup: Brittany Benton Massey Linen: I Do Linen.
Photographer: Arden Photography
Rentals: Event Rentals Unlimited. Stationery: Weddings, Etc.
Videographer: Clay Carrol
Music & Entertainment: Jeannette Hightower & Lori Chenga
Jewelry: The Hill Collection, Henhouse Antiques
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The Extravagant Wedding

For me to label a wedding extravagant, you should know it had to be absolutely way over the top on every level! But truly any wedding that
I work on has luxurious elements that are thoughtfully designed to ensure my clients and their guests have a night they will never forget. The
wedding of Brandi Bielkiewicz and Paul Bronold was certainly just that.
When I first met with Brandi, and I asked her what she wanted the theme of her wedding to be, “bling” was what came up over and over
again. If you follow my work, you know I’m not really a “bling” sort of guy. The challenge was to turn “bling” into something timeless and
classy, just like my bride.
We settled on a simple black and white color pallet because I knew the star of the show needed to be the sparkle I would use in other
elements. I chose to design with countless stems of white phalaenopsis orchids in all of the floral pieces and accent everything with crystals
and rhinestones. For the ceremony, every pew lining both sides of the aisle received a floral treatment that led your eye to the 12–ft. tall
arrangements, which flanked both sides of the altar. For the reception, mixing combinations of textures and patterns gave the party a super
luxurious feel. From the high back leather sofas we used at the 36-foot long head table to the acrylic ghost chairs used for guest seating,
nothing about this space was average.
A few other over–the–top elements we included were a 250 glass champagne tower, a 6–foot–tall Kettle One Ice Bar and a choreographed
first dance for the bride and groom. It was truly one of the most memorable nights of my career. I hope it’s inspired you to include a few
lavish ideas at your next event!
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Event & Floral Design:
Christopher Confero Design
Bridal Gown:
Diane’s Formal Affair
Bridesmaid Gowns:
Bella Bridesmaid
Cake: Gia’s Cake
Reception Venue & Catering:
The Club
Ceremony Venue: St. Francis Xavier
Groom’s Attire: Hong Kong Tailors
Groomsmen’s Attire:
Mr. Burch Formal Wear
Hair & Makeup: Jeremy Stephens
Lighting Design: AG Lighting
Music & Entertainment: Atlanta Beats
Photographer:
Arden Photography
Rentals: Event Rentals Unlimited.
Stationery:
Sonia Davis Design
Transportation:
Vintage Auto
Videographer: Wages Films
Ice Sculpture: Ice by Design
Jewelry: Diamonds Direct
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